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a spanning tree of G.) It is a fundamental problem deiding whether a graphhas partiular types of spanning subgraph in graph theory. For example, inthe Hamiltonian path problem, we seek a spanning subgraph with all but twoverties of degree two. In this paper, we searh \homeomorphially irreduiblespanning trees", a lass antithetial to Hamiltonian paths.A graph is said to be homeomorphially irreduible if it has no verties ofdegree two. Let T be a spanning tree of a graph G. If T has no vertex of degreetwo, then T is alled a homeomorphially irreduible spanning tree (or HIST )of G. For example, the otahedron has a HIST with two verties of degreethree and four verties of degree one. (See Figure 1.) Jo�e has onstrutedin�nite families of 4-regular, 3-onneted planar graphs that have no HISTs [5℄.Albertson, Berman, Huthinson, and Thomassen have shown that it is anNP-omplete problem deiding whether a graph ontains a HIST [1℄. So, weonsider the problem restrited to \triangulations".
Fig. 1. A HIST on the otahedral graph.A triangulation on a surfae is a simple graph embedded in the surfaesuh that eah fae is bounded by a 3-yle, where a k-yle means a yleof length k. A near triangulation R is a graph on the plane with boundaryyle of length m � 3 suh that eah fae of R is triangular exept for theouter fae. Hill onjetured that every planar triangulation other than theomplete graph K3 with three verties has a HIST [4℄. Malkevith extendedHill's onjeture to near triangulations [6℄. For their onjetures, Albertson,Berman, Huthinson, and Thomassen have proved the following.Theorem 1.1 [Albertson, Berman, Huthinson, and Thomassen [1℄℄ Everynear triangulation with at least four verties has a HIST.Moreover, they extend Hill's onjeture to all triangulations on any sur-fae, i.e., \every triangulation on any surfae with at least four verties has aHIST ". For this onjeture, Davidow, Huthinson and Huneke have provedthat every toroidal triangulation has a HIST [2℄. In [3℄, Fiedler, Huneke,Rihter and Robertson have proved that every projetive planar triangulation



has a near triangulation as a spanning subgraph. By their result and Theo-rem 1.1, it has already been proved that every triangulation on the projetiveplane has a HIST. These results assert nothing whether the degree of a �xedvertex of a graph is at least three or not in a HIST of the graph. So, newnotions alled \rooted HISTs" and \rooted near 1-HISTs" have been proposedin [7℄.Let G be a graph and let jGj denote the number of verties of G. Fix avertex v of G suh that the degree of v in G, denoted by dG(v), is at least three(resp., two). If G has a spanning tree T suh that dT (v) � 3 (resp., dT (v) � 2)and that dT (u) 6= 2 where u 6= v, then T is said to be a rooted HIST (resp.,rooted near 1-HIST ) of G with the root v. (Note that a rooted HIST is aHIST, but a rooted near 1-HIST might not be a HIST.) For any vertex v ofG, where dG(v) � 3 (resp., dG(v) � 2), if G has a rooted HIST (resp., rootednear 1-HIST) with the root v, then we all that G satis�es the rooted HISTproperty (resp., rooted near 1-HIST property). For these properties of neartriangulations, the following has already been proved.Theorem 1.2 [Tsuhiya [7℄℄ Let R be a near triangulation.(i) If jRj = 2n� 1 (n � 2), then R satis�es the rooted near 1-HIST property.(ii) If jRj = 2n, then R satis�es the rooted HIST property.By the de�nitions of rooted HISTs and rooted near 1-HISTs, if a graphG has no vertex of degree at most two and satis�es the rooted HIST prop-erty, then G satis�es the rooted near 1-HIST property. Sine every planartriangulation with at least four verties has no vertex of degree at most two,Theorem 1.2 implies the following.Corollary 1.3 Every planar triangulation satis�es the rooted near 1-HISTproperty.Does planar triangulation satisfy the rooted HIST property? Unfortu-nately, the answer is no sine there exist planar triangulations not satisfyingthe rooted HIST property. In this paper, we haraterize a vertex v of a planartriangulation G suh that G has a rooted HIST with the root v. Let G � vdenote a near triangulation obtained from G by removing v and edges inidentto v. The following is our main result.Theorem 1.4 Let G be a planar triangulation and let v be a vertex of G.Then, G has a rooted HIST with the root v if and only if(i) dG(v) 6= 2 and(ii) G� v is neither K4 nor the otahedron when dG(v) = 3.



Sine Theorem 1.4 also haraterizes planar triangulations satisfying therooted HIST property, it implies the following.Corollary 1.5 A planar triangulation G satis�es the rooted HIST property ifand only if G is not a triangulation shown in Figure 2
Fig. 2. Planar triangulations not satisfying the rooted HIST property.2 LemmasIn this setion, we prove two lemmas in order to prove Theorem 1.4. Let G bea graph and let S = fv1; v2; � � � ; vkg be a subset of verties of G. Let G � Sdenote a graph obtained from G by removing eah vi and edges inident to vi.If G� S is not onneted, then S is said to be a k-separator of G.LetG be a planar triangulation and let v be a vertex ofG. By Theorem 1.2,if jGj = 2n, then G has a rooted HIST with the root v. Therefore, we mustonsider the ase when jGj = 2n� 1.Lemma 2.1 Let G be a planar triangulation with 2n� 1 verties and let v bea vertex of G. If dG(v) � 4, then G has a rooted HIST with the root v.Proof. Sine dG(v) � 4, we may suppose jGj � 5 (i.e., n � 3). Let u be avertex of G adjaent to v. Note that G0 = G�u is a near triangulation. SinejGj = 2n�1 and dG(v) � 4, jG0j = 2n�2 and d0G(v) � 3. So, by Theorem 1.2,G0 has a rooted HIST H 0 with the root v. Moreover, H 0[vu is a rooted HISTof G with the root v. 2Lemma 2.2 Let G be a planar triangulation with 2n� 1 verties and let v bea vertex of G suh that dG(v) = 3. If G� v is neither K4 nor the otahedron,then G has a rooted HIST with the root v.Proof (Sketh) Sine jGj = 2n� 1 and dG(v) = 3, we may suppose jGj � 5(i.e., n � 3). Let x; y and z be verties adjaent to v and let S denote a3-separator of G whose verties are x; y and z. (Note that the subgraph of



G indued by fv; x; y; zg is K4 sine G is a triangulation.) Without loss ofgenerality, we may suppose dG(x) � dG(y) � dG(z).We onsider two ases. One is the ase when G has a 3-separator otherthan S, and the other is that when G has no 3-separator other than S. Theformer ase, let S 0 = fp; q; rg be a 3-separator of G where p =2 fx; y; zg. Inthis ase, we prove that G� p has a rooted HIST H with the root v and thatwe obtain a rooted HIST of G with the root v from H by adding a suitableedge adjaent to p. The latter ase, we prove that G� fv; y; zg has a rootedHIST H with the root x and that we obtain a rooted HIST of G with the rootv from H by adding three edges vx, vy and vz. 23 Proof of the main resultProof of Theorem 1.4 Let G be a planar triangulation and let v be a vertexof G. If dG(v) = 2, then G is K3, and hene G has no rooted HIST with theroot v. If dG(v) = 3 and G � v is K4, then let u be a vertex of G suh thatdG(u) = 3 where u 6= v. In this ase, if G has a rooted HIST H with the rootv, then eah edge inident to v is ontained in H. Observe that the degree ofeah vertex adjaent to v must be one in H. (Otherwise, H has a yle.) So,u =2 H, a ontradition. Therefore, G has no rooted HIST with the root v.By similar arguments, if dG(v) = 3 and G � v is the otahedron, then G hasno rooted HIST with the root v, and the neessity holdsSo, we onsider the suÆieny. By Theorem 1.2, if jGj = 2n, then G has arooted HIST with the root v. Therefore, we may suppose jGj = 2n� 1. SinedG(v) 6= 2 and G � v is neither K4 nor the otahedron when dG(v) = 3, weonsider two ases. One is the ase when dG(v) � 4, and the other is thatwhen dG(v) = 3 and G�v is neither K4 nor the otahedron. The former ase,G has a rooted HIST with the root v by Lemma 2.1, and the latter ase, Ghas a rooted HIST with the root v by Lemma 2.2. 24 ConlusionTheorem 1.4 haraterizes a vertex v of a planar triangulation G suh thatG has a rooted HIST with the root v. Moreover, this result also harater-izes planar triangulations satisfying the rooted HIST property (Corollary 1.5).When we onsider the existene of a HIST of a triangulation on a surfae, weoften onsider spanning subgraph of it whih is a planar graph. For example,in [2℄, Davidow, Huthinson and Huneke have proved that a triangulation G



on the torus has a triangulation G0 on the annulus as a spanning subgraph,and that G0 has a HIST. (Note that a triangulation on the annulus is a planargraph.) Therefore, our main result might be useful when we prove the on-jeture that every triangulation on a surfae with at least four verties has aHIST [1℄.Referenes[1℄ M.O. Albertson, D.M. Berman, J.P. Huthinson and C. Thomassen, : Graphswith homeomorphially irreduible spanning trees. Journal of Graph Theory.Vol. 14, (1990) 247{258[2℄ A.L. Davidow, J.P. Huthinson and J.P. Huneke, : Homeomorphiallyirreduible spanning trees in planar and toroidal graphs. John Wiley and Sons,In. (1995) 265{276[3℄ J.R. Fiedler, J.P. Huneke, R.B. Rihter and N. Robertson : Computing theorientable genus of projetive planar graphs. J. Graph Theory . Vol.20 (1995)297{307[4℄ A. Hill : Graphs with homeomorphially irreduible spanning trees. LondonMathematis Soiety Leture Notes Series. No.13 (1974) 61{68[5℄ P. Jo�e : Some properties of 3-polytopal graphs. Ph. D. dissertation, CUNY(1982)[6℄ J. Malkevith : Spanning trees in polytopal graphs. Ann. New York Aad Si.39 (1979) 362{367[7℄ S. Tsuhiya, Rooted HIST property on planar triangulations, preprint.
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